Results are reviewed on the systematic study of :E hypernuclei with (stopped K-, ~r±) reactions performed by Tokyo group. Formation and decay properties of :E hypernuclei obtained from 12 C (K-, ~r+) and 4 He(K-, ~r±) reactions are summarized. The first observation of the :E hypernuclear bound state (~He) and information of isospin/spin dependence of :E·nucleus interaction from the 4 He data are discussed in detail and they are compared with recent theoretical estimations. § 1. I hypernuclear puzzle
§ 1. I hypernuclear puzzle
Since the formation of A hypernucleus was first observed in the cosmic-ray reaction, A hypernuclei have been extensively studied for 40 years. Systematic and high-precision measurements on A binding energies of light (A< 16) A hypernuclei were carried out with nuclear emulsion,Il which revealed the well depth of A-nucleus potential to be about 30 MeV. In addition, the ~0 spectrum measured in the "recoilless" (in flight K-, ;r-) reaction showed that the spin-orbit splitting of A hypernuclei is almost zero. 2 l These experimental results gave valuable information on the AN interaction, having an impact upon the understanding of nuclear physics. Because A is the lightest hyperon, a bound A inside the nucleus can only decay via weak interaction. We had also no need to consider the isospin dependence of AN interaction because A is isoscalar particle. The success of the A hypernuclear study is much indebted to these facts.
In the case of I hypernuclear study, the situation is rather complicated and far from the establishment of the picture on the IN interaction.
I hypernuclear states with narrow widths (less than 8 MeV) were first reported at CERN 3 l in the 9 Be (in-flight K-, ;r-) spectrum. Two peaks appeared at the energies shifted from the ~Be peaks by the mass difference of I and A. This naively leads the potential depth of I to be slightly shallower than that of A if they are naturally assigned asP-shell substitutional states. The observation of I states as narrow as the corresponding A states is quite surprising because (1) simple estimations of I conversion width (Fx) from IN~ AN cross section give much larger values than the observed ones 4 J,sJ and, in addition, (2) one must take into account additional factors for the width of the observed state (nata~) as natai=Fx+Ft+r+ where rt and r• respectively correspond to the escaping and the spreading widths. One can derive Left: fitting of original papers (narrow :£ states were assumed) -top: 6 Li(K-, 7r+),"> middle: 12 C(K-, 7r+),1l bottom: 16 0 (K-, 7r+). 8 > Right: the same spectra fitted by Chrien et aJ. 10 > (7r+ spectra of quasi free hyperon production processes are calculated; no narrow states were assumed in the calculation) -top: 6 Li (K-, 7r+), middle: 12 C(K-, 7r+), bottom: 16 0(K-, 7r+).
only upper limits of the conversion width D.: from the experimental data without the correct understanding of rt and r+, whose quantitative estimation is not available even for A states. This discrepancy led many experiments searching for narrow }; states in the last decade and several candidates of}; "peaks" were reported mainly spectra of (in-flight K-, ;r+) reaction. 6 H> Some of those results are shown in the left columns of Fig. 1 with the fitted shape of original papers. As one can easily see from the figure, the statistics of those spectra were extremely poor due to the limited intensity of the low momentum K-'s; existence of narrow peaks has been questioned. For example, Chrien et al. 10 > analyzed the same spectra by the realistic calculation of quasi-free processes for the continuum states. Their interpretation of several (K-, ;r+) spectra is also shown in the right columns of Fig. 1 . The shapes of the hypernuclear spectra were well reproduced by their calculation without assuming the existence of narrow }; hypernuclear states. From this result, they claimed that it is crucial to perform the proper estimation of the quasi-free continuum spectra which must underlie the }; hypernuclear "peaks" so as to correctly evaluate the peak parameters such as positions, widths and intensities.
Notwithstanding much theoretical efforts (for example Refs. 4) and 11)) to explain the narrow Tx, the puzzle has remained as unsolved. § 2. Stopped K-method for I hypernuclear study General features of (Kstopped, Jr±) reactions have been already discussed in the previous paper. By adopting stopped K-reaction, it is possible to overcome the difficulties of~ hypernuclear formation. 12 > Merits of our method in the ~ hypernuclear study are as follows:
Reaction selectivity
Although "recoilless" (in-flight K-, 7r) method made great success in the A hypernuclear study, its excessive simplicity is not suitable for the study of ~ states. When we consider the 12 
Formation rate
Once a K-is stopped in the nuclear target, a hyperon is always produced. Thus, we can efficiently use the limited K-beam. In addition, although the formation cross section of ~ is much smaller than that of A in the in-flight reaction, formation branching ratios of~ production in the stopped K-reaction is even larger than that of A. This difference also favors the ~ hypernuclear production by the stopped Kmethod. A simple estimation shows that almost two orders of magnitude higher statistics are expected in the ~ production using stopped K-.
/sospin/spin-dependence of ~-nucleus interaction
In the case of rather heavy hypernuclei such as 12 C, the spin/isospin averaged feature of the ~-nucleon interaction will be investigated; those dependencies in the raw "~-nucleon" interaction will be weakened in the folded "~-nucleus" interaction, being reversely proportional to the mass number. Thus, on the reaction with spin /isospin-saturated heavy nucleus, we can neglect spin/isospin dependent part of the ~-nucleus interaction. However, on the experiment with a very light (s-shell) target nucleus such as 4 He, the ~-nucleus interaction must strongly reflect those dependencies of the elementary interaction. In the case of light ~ hypernuclear study with A::;;;4, the microscopic theoretical calculations from given two-body ~-N and N-N interactions become possible. Therefore, the derived ~-nucleus potential can be rather directly related to the elementary ~-nucleon interaction.
Our experiment of (Kstopped, 7r) reaction were carried out at KEK-PS from 1986.
Both of 7r+ and 7r-spectra were taken for 4 He, 7 Li, 9 Be, 12 C and 16 0 targets. The results from 12 C(K.rtoppect, 7r+) and 4 He(Kstoppect, 7r+) are discussed in this paper. § 3. Search for I hypernuclei in 12 C (K;;topped, n+) reaction
Singles spectrum
In order to test whether the stopped K-method effectively works for the I hypernuclear production, Tokyo group carried out an experiment searching for ,J;- u"--10 hypernuclei via (Kstoppect, Jr+) reaction 9 > on an active scintillator target as a by-product of heavy neutrino search. 13 > Three peaks were observed in the continuum region of 12 C (Kstoppect, 7r+) spectrum when they imposed coincident Jr 0 detection with the Nai(Tl) counters. The most interesting bound }; region of the 7r+ spectrum was, however, masked by a distinct peak coming from the p(K-, 7r+),J;-reaction on proton in the plastic scintillator target. Dedicated experiments were carried out on a pure graphite, with much improved quality and statistics. Detailed descriptions are found in Refs. 14)~16).
The inclusive spectrum of (Kstoppect, 7r+) reaction on graphite target is given in the upper half of Fig. 2(a) in the hypernuclear mass scale (MHv-MA). Overall energy resolution of the spectrometer system was 2.1±0.2 MeV(FWHM), which is good enough to search for narrow}; states. One can see that the statistics of this spectrum is improved by factor of 100 from the old (in-flight K-, 7r+) data (see Fig. 1 ).
No narrow (r~4 MeV) J: state was observed in the inclusive spectrum. An upper limit was placed for the formation rate of 4 MeV -width ,J;-states as 5 x (90% CL) per total ,J;-production with Jr+. However, in the ,J;-bound region below MHv-MA=275 MeV, we found a significant intensity of about 4.5% per total };-production.
Real-part depth and imaginary-part strength of ,J;--nucleus potential
The non-observation of narrow ,J;-states in the spectrum, bound states in particular, should set a constraint on the ,J;--nucleus interaction. Since background due to J:+---) n + Jr+ decay has already been experimentally estimated and subtracted from the spectrum and the contributions of the K-reaction in flight and the K-decay to the spectrum are found to be small (less than 3%), the spectrum can be directly compared with the results of DWIA calculations.
The spectrum shape around the threshold was compared with DWIA calculations employing Green's function method developed by Morimatsu and Yazaki.17),ls> With this method, the spectra of both the bound state and unbound continuum region can be evaluated within the same framework and not only the J:N---) AN conversion but also the escaping of }; can be correctly taken into account.
In the calculation, K-is assumed to be captured from 3d atomic orbit and an optical potential with the following form was adopted for ,J;-, where p(r) is Woods-Saxon's type nucleon density distribution with radius ro=l.27 A 113 fm and diffuseness a=0.67 fm. In this representation, the imaginary part of the potential is related to the }; ---)A conversion width as rE =21 WE 0 l pfpo, where p denotes the average over the hyperon density.
Examples of calculated spectra with UE 0 =0, -5, -10, -15 MeV and WE 0 = -9 MeV are overlaid in Fig. 2(a) . The spin-orbit interaction is assumed to be zero in this calculation. As shown in the figure, the best fit was obtained at UE 0 =0 MeV and WE 0 = -9 MeV. According to the results of the calculation, the inclusive Jr+ spectrum should show clear peaks for the bound states and P-shell excited states when the strength of the absorption is small as I WE 0 l ~ 3 MeV and the potential depth is deep as U;}-::::. -15 MeV. From the systematic comparison of our data with the various curves drawn for the different sets of potential parameters in the two-dimensional ( U;; 0 , W;; 0 ) plane, we can set the following constraints:
(1) The central potential depth must be shallower than -12 MeV. The potential deeper than this limit gives much excessive strength in I-bound region. If the potential is deeper than -15 MeV, the [pg-,~ P )p;;-level becomes to bound and the calculated spectrum is quite different from the observed one. (2) Non observation of the narrow ground state in our spectrum gives the limit of the imaginary part strength as I W;; 0 1 >7 MeV when the central potential depth is deep as -10MeV. (3) The shape of the spectrum is not sensitive to the imaginary part strength when the central potential depth is very shallow as -5 MeV.
The allowed region of ( U;; 0 , W;; 0 ) obtained from the x 2 shape fitting is given in Fig.   2 (b).
Spin-orbit splitting of I
The experimental determination of the I spin-orbit interaction is very important to totally understand the nature of spin-orbit interaction of A and ordinary nucleus. Due to the moderate momentum transfer of the stopped K-reaction, it expected that both [pg-,~ P3t2]p;;-and [pg-,~ P112)p;;-states are strongly populated in our 7r+ spectrum. In order to study this problem, our 7r+ spectrum was re-examined by the fitting to the calculated spectra using the I potential with finite spin-orbit interaction. It is found that the very large spin-orbit splitting such as I Vi 8 1=21 VN 18 1, which was once claimed from the CERN experiment, 8 l is excluded because such a choice of the potential also makes excessive intensity in the I-bound region.
Imaginary part strength determined from 7C 0 tagged 7C+ spectrum
Owing to the wide solid angle coverage (50% of 47r sr) of the Nai(Tl) counter system, we could carry out coincidence measurement with 7r 0 emission in the hyperon decay stage. The coincidence measurement of 7r 0 with (K-, 7r+) reaction is considered to be a good way to detect I-p--4 An conversion followed by A --4 n+ 7r 0 decay because there exists no 7r 0 emitting mode in I-decay.
It is found that 50±10% of I-formed in the continuum region (275<MHv-MA <310 MeV) convert to A. The DWIA calculation employing Green's function method shows that the conversion probability of I-is strongly dependent on W;; 0 but is almost independent of U;; 0 when I U;; 0 1 is shallower than 10 MeV. 14 l Thus, from the conversion rate of I-formed in the much unbound region, we can independently derive the imaginary part strength as W;; 0 < -7 MeV, which is consistent with the allowed region in Fig. 2 
(b).
Here we can reconsider the narrow I states standing on the continuum of Iquasi-free production as claimed in our first report. 9 l Due to the large conversion probability of I-formed in the quasi-free continuum, we can improve I "peak"s to quasi-free continuum ratio by less than factor of two. However, the efficiency of this 7r 0 tagging is only 9% even when all the events in narrow J: states convert to A. This means we cannot gain the figure of merits -S/ IN -in the 7r 0 tagged spectrum.
From this advanced understanding, three narrow peaks reported in our old publication9> were attributed to the statistical fluctuations because peak-like structure was never observed in the inclusive 7r+ spectrum.
Relation with other experimental results
Although only the limits were given from the analysis of 12 C (Kstopped, 7r+) spectrum, valuable information was derived for the J:--nucleus interaction. For example, there was an outstanding misbelief that the well depth of J: is as deep as that of A from the naive comparison of the J: and A peak positions reported in the 9 Be (in-flight K-, JZ"-) spectrum.
It should be emphasized that such an analysis of the spectrum shape was not available until the statistics of the J: spectrum was much improved by introducing the (Kstopped, 7r) reaction. This point is clearly shown by Kohno et al. 20 > They used the same set of potential parameters to calculate both stopped K and in-flight (PK=450 MeV /c)7r+ spectra and the results were compared with the present and the CERN data. 8 > Whereas the CERN data is equally reproduced even when the J:--+ A conversion is switched off, such an extreme potential can easily be excluded by referring the spectrum of stopped K-method.
It would be interesting to see if the constraint of the J: potential derived from our experiment is consistent with the parameters determined by the analysis of the J;-atomic X-ray data by Batty et al. 21 >' 22 > Batty et al. obtained a best-fit complex effective J:-nucleon scattering length as a=0.35+i0.19fm. Then, the optical potential conventionally used in hadronic atoms to describe zero-range hadron-nucleus interaction is given as the following form:
The potential depth obtained from the J:-atomic X-ray data seems totally inconsistent with our result. It should be mentioned, however, that the typical nuclear density probed by J:-X-ray measurement is as small as 0.1po, because the absorption by the strong interaction is very strong and it easily conquers the electromagnetic transitions with X-ray. Thus, only the behaviour of the potential tail affects the shifts and widths of X-ray data. In such a case, strengths bf the potential derived from X-ray data are very sensitive to the choice of parameters which describe the nuclear density distribution. In fact, we re-analyzed the J: atomic X-ray data with the same radius (ro) and diffuseness (a) parameters used in the former DWIA calculation and obtained Ul: 0~ -10 MeV and Wl: 0~ -9 MeV. The 7r+ spectrum calculated with this parameter set is shown in Fig. 2 data with low statistics but also from the ~ atom data which imply deep ~ potential, the model D interaction has been accepted as a standard one. However, when we consider the situations discussed above, we have no need to cling onto the model D force. This point will be discussed again in the next section. § 4. Formation of bound .iHe in 4 He (K;;topped, 7r-) reaction
Motivation of the experiment with 4 He target
As discussed previously one cap observe only the isospin/spin averaged feature of two-body ~ -N interaction from the hypernuclear experiments with heavy nuclei. On the other hand, we can expect remarkable isospin/spin-dependence of ~-nucleus interaction when we adopt light nuclei such as 4 He. This situation is explained in Table I . The table shows the contributed weights of ~ -N 2-body isospin (/z) and spin (Sz) components in the ~-(A=3) four-body system with total isospin I and spin S. Two final four-body states with (/, S)=(1/2, 0) or (/, S)=(3/2, 0) are accessible by the (K-, ;r±) reactions because of the non spin-flip character of the reaction. In heavy nuclei, those weights follow their isospin-spin multiplicities -(2! + 1)(2S+ 1) -as given in the last column of the table.
When one assumes the strongly isospin/spin-dependent ~N two-body interaction, one can expect the existence of ~ bound states without conflicting with our nonobservation of the bound states of P-shell target ( 12 C) nucleus. Thus, in the next step of the systematic study, we selected 4 He as the target nucleus and carried out to measure both 4 He(Kstopped, rr-) and 4 He(Kstopped, ;r+) spectra so that we can study the isospin/spin-dependence of ~-nucleus interaction.
Here, two theoretical predictions which preceded our experiment are introduced:
(1) Spin/isospin-selectivity was discussed by Gal and Dover 4 > as a mechanism to realize narrow~ hypernuclear states. In order to test this selectivity, an experiment with 6 Li(in-flight K-, ;r+) reaction was carried out. 6 > The spectrum obtained in this experiment was poor in statistics and one cannot obtain conclusive results for this selectivity. Dover and Gal proposed to carry out an experiment with 4 He(K-, rr+)l:~n reaction. 28 > The (K-, rr+) reaction gives lliz= -3/2 into the 4 He nucleus with I =0, thus the formed~ hypernucleus is limited to (/, S)=(3/2, 0). As shown in Table I , the (/, S)=(3/2, 0) channel takes no (/z, Sz)=(1/2, 1) interaction. Thus, the conver- Table I show that the (/, S)=(1/2, 0) channel fully takes the attractive two-body force whereas (/, S)=(3/2, 0) channel mainly takes the repulsive one. If this prediction holds, we can expect the bound state formation of !He in the 4 He (stopped K-, iT-) spectrum. We will give answers to both of these points from the comparison with our 4 He (K-, 7r±) data.
The iT+ and iT-spectra in K-absorption at res~ on 4 He
In Fig. 3 , both of 4 He(Kstopped, 7r±) spectra are shown. Contributions of K-inflight decay /reaction to the spectra were estimated experimentally and removed from the spectra.
Both of iT+ and iT-spectra should be decomposed to each process of hyperon production and hyperon decay before the comparison with results of theoretical calculations. Here the procedures of the decomposition of the spectra will be given. A detailed description is found in Ref. 30).
Decomposition of the 7r+ spectrum
Since the (K-, 7r+) reaction involves double charge exchange, only two processes contribute to the 7r+ spectrum, namely I-quasi-free production and free I+ decay (I+ ~niT+). The shape of the low momentum side (p,+ :o;; 185 MeV /c) of I+ decay in flight can be precisely estimated from the shape of high momentum side. Subtracting this component we obtained 7r+ spectrum emitted in the I-hyperon formation stage. This is given in Fig. 4 in the binding scale of I-(-B:c-) .
We carried out a PWIA calculation on the shape of the I-quasi-free production process (K-+ 4 He~ 7r+ +I-+ 3 H), assuming (1) the spectator process for 3 H, (2) no final-state interaction between I-and 3 H and (3) absorption of K-from nS atomic orbits. The gaussian shape was assumed for the nuclear form factor as F(q) =exp(-q 2 /a 2 ) and the free parameter a was fixed so to reproduce the 7r+ spectrum.
An assumption of the same form factor gives the shapes of every quasi-free hyperon production processes with 7r-emission (processes (a), (b), (d) in Fig. 3) . The initial momentum distributions of hyperons were obtained simultaneously. Then a Monte Carlo simulation of I+ stopping in helium target was carried out using this distribution. We found that the spectrum of I+~ niT+ decay in 7r+ spectrum is reproduced quite successfully by this simulation. This demonstrates that not only the formation pion spectra but also the decay pion spectra can be quantitatively estimated within the same framework of PWIA calculation. 
Decomposition of the n-spectrum
Utilizing the result of the decomposition of n+ spectrum, the decomposition of the n-spectrum was performed as follows:
(1) A~ pn-decay [process (e)]: As described in Ref. 31) , we precisely measured the difference of the time between K-injection and n-emission. The overall time resolution was found to be 185 ps. Owing to this good TOF resolution and rather long lifetime of A, we can directly extract the shape and the yield of the A decay component by referring the spectrum with delayed time gate.
(2) Decay of x-formed in quasijree process [process (fl)]: The shape of the x-~ nnin-flight decay component was obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation of x-stopping in helium. The yield of x-decay was estimated from a report of bubble chamber data. 32 ' In this report, the J:+ and x-emission probabilities with a pion in the final state were measured to be 16.0±2.7% and 10.2±2.0% (per K-absorption at rest), respectively. When we consider the branching ratio (48.3%) of J:+ ~ nn+ decay, the yield of x-decay component should be 1.32±0.34 times larger than that of J:+ decay component, whose intensity was directly obtained from our n+ spectrum.
(3) Decay of x-formed inK-two-nucleon absorption [process (f2)]:
The contribution of in-flight decay of x-formed in K-two-nucleon absorption is experimentally evaluated by adjusting the high momentum tail (Pn-~ 260 MeV /c) of the n-spectrum, where no events are expected from other processes. The contribution of these hyperon decay components in (Kstopped, n-) spectrum is shown in Fig. S(a) . Subtract-ing these contributions from the spectrum in Fig. 3 , we obtained a spectrum of 7r-emitted in hyperon formation as Fig. 5(b) . The errors from ambiguities on the absolute yield of hyperon decay backgrounds are included in error bars. ..., "formation" Jr-spectrum. The estimated shape is also given in Fig. 5(b) . This A quasi-free component should be removed from the spectrum so as to extract a spectrum of Jr-accompanying I hyperon formation; the spectrum is directly comparable with the results of theoretical estimates.
The result of the decomposition of the Jr-spectrum is also given in Fig. 4 in J;+ binding energy scale and compared with the Jr+ spectrum.
Formation of the bound state of ~He
The shapes of Jr-and Jr+ are much different below the I threshold; in the Jr+ spectrum the quasi-free continuum drops down sharply toward the r-emission threshold, whereas in the Jr-spectrum there is a significant bump in the I bound region. This bump is attributed to the formation of I bound state because no other processes are expected to produce such an enhancement below the I binding threshold.
In order to extract peak parameters (binding energy, width and formation rate), we carried out a further decomposition of the hypernuclear spectrum to the sum of three components; J;+ quasi-free production, I 0 quasi-free production and the bound state of I hypernucleus with Breit-Wigner form. In this fitting the shape of I quasi-free production was taken from that of PWIA calculation and relative yield of J;+ and I 0 formation was taken from the ratio of hyperon production in Ref. 32) . The result of the fitting is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , which gives tentative values of the three peak parameters for the observed I bound state as follows:
(1) The binding energy is 2.8±0.7 MeV from the binding threshold of r+.
(2) The FWHM width of the bound state is 12.1±1.2 MeV. (3) The formation rate of the bound state is 7.0±0.9% per K-absorption at rest on helium or 19.1 ± 2.5% of total I production in (K-, 7r-) reaction.
Whereas the shape of the quasi-free component strongly depends on the feature of I -3N potential, we adopted the result of PWIA calculation with no final interaction. In addition, the form of the spectrum is deformed from Breit-Wigner type when a I bound state is located near the particle emission threshold, which is relevant to our case. These are the reasons of the present unsatisfying fitting. Hence the decomposition demonstrated above is, of course, too naive to extract the conclusive physics results. Refined fitting of the 7r± spectra to those of full DWIA calculation will be given later.
Although the present peak fitting is not a sufficient one, it is worthwhile mentioning that the advanced understanding of the hyperon decay background processes appreciably affects some of the peak parameters. In our first publication/ 3 > we assumed that there is a smooth background below the peak of the I hypernucleus and obtained the binding energy and the width as Bx·=3.2±0.3 (statistical)!n (systematic) MeV and Fx=4.6±0.5 (statistical)!l:~(systematic) MeV. The fitting in our first publication is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . In the present fitting, the modification of the background subtraction gives little shift to the centroid of the peak. This indicates that the observed enhancement is in any case in the bound region. However, the width becomes much wider, owing to the adoption of the background shape which drops off sharply toward the £+ emission threshold. In addition, the normalization factor per stopped K-absorption adopted in the old report was more than twice larger than the correct one. The changes of both background subtraction and normalization factor enlarge the formation rate of ~ bound state; the revised value (7.0±0.9% per stopped K-) is more than ten times higher than the old one (0.6~8:~ %). We considered the assignment of the observed state as follows:
( MeV and if we consider the repulsive Coulomb force which appears in the 3 H + ~+ channel, an "effective" mass difference will be only 1.8 MeV. On the other hand, remarkable isospin dependence is expected for the elementary ~-nucleon potential; we can expect a strong isospin dependent ~-nucleus potential in the case of light ~ hypernuclear system. Thus the isospin would be a good quantum number in the case of A= 4 ~ hypernuclei. Both I= 1 I 2 and 3 I 2 states can be produced in the (K-, 11'-) reaction; whereas only 1=312 states are allowed in the (K-, 11'+) reaction. Because the corresponding peak was not observed in the 71'+ spectrum, one can conclude that this state has an isospin of 112.
In conclusion, the observed enhancememt in the 71'-spectrum was assigned as an S=O, 1=112 ground state of }He hypernucleus. Isospin dependence of the ~ "nucleus" interaction was clearly observed for the first time.
Spin-dependence of ~N ~AN conversion
With a view to measuring the spin dependence of ~N ~AN conversion, we should pay attention to the conversion probability of ~+ and ~-formed via (K-, 11'-) and (K-, 11'+) reaction, respectively. As already discussed, the (I, S)=(3l2, 0) channel (~-+ 3 H) formed in (K-, 11'+) reaction does not contain two-body isospin-spin configuration with (lz, S2)=(112, 1) (see Table I ). Therefore, if the ~N ~AN conversion predominantly takes place from the spin triplet state, as widely accepted without any doubt, we can expect quite small conversion probability for the ~--3 H system. In the present experiment, this spin selectivity was tested by comparing the ~ conversion probability of two systems; ~+ + n ~A+ p conversion rate in ~+ + 3 H system and ~-+ p~ A+ n conversion rate in ~-+ 3 H system.
As already discussed in the analysis of 12 C data, the coincident detection of 71' 0 in 71'+ spectrum was utilized as a clean signal of~-+ p~ A+ n conversion. In Fig. 7 , the 71' 0 tagged 71'+ spectrum (histogram) is overlaid on the ~-quasi-free formation spectrum (plotted points). When a low momentum ~-is formed and it stops inside the target, ~-atom is formed. In this case all events emit A in the final sate. This "external conversion" from ~-atomic capture produces 71' 0 emission events near the ~-emission threshold of the 71'+ spectrum. The contribution of such events is evaluated with the Monte Carlo simulation 30 l and has already removed in Fig. 7 . In order to realize the direct comparison with the inclusive spectrum, the number of events in the 71' 0 -tagged spectrum was multiplied by an inverse of A~ in tagged and untagged spectra, "internal conversion" probability of 4-(4-conversion rate on the same nucleus where initial K-absorption takes place) is derived as 21±3%.
The conversion rate of 4+ formed in (K-, :rr-) reaction was determined from the yield of 4+--+ n + :rr+ decay in the :rr+ spectrum. The yield of 4+ formation [process (a) in Fig. 3 ] is fitted to be about 27.5% per stopped K-and the yield of 4+--+ n + :rr+ decay [process (h) in Fig. 3 ] is fitted to be 7.3%. When we consider the decay branching ratio of 4+-+n+:rr+(48.3%), conversion rate of 4+ formed in the quasi-free process is determined as 45±4%.
When we consider the number of nucleons which can be stimulated in the conversion (two for 4+ and one for 4-), the conversion strengths per one nucleon are found to be almost the same to each other,
This result is strongly inconsistent with expectation based on the spin-triplet state dominance in the conversion. We have to assume large contribution of spin-singlet two-body state on the 4N--+ AN conversion in order to explain this result.
4-nucleus potential suggested by Sapporo group
In order to discuss theoretical aspects of 4 hypernuclear formation, structure and decay according to our experimental results, the authors utilize the result of the calculation by Sapporo group 34 H 7 > as a basis of discussions. Harada et al. introduced 35 > a complex central J:N potential (SAP-1) which isS-matrix equivalent to Nijmegen's model-D potential. 23 > Using this J:N two-body interaction, wave function, binding energy and the width of four-body J:NNN system were calculated by a variational method searching for the stationary condition. In the case of iHe hypernucleus, they took into account the threshold-energy difference of two charge states: 3 He+ 2: 0 and 3 H + J;+ (2.6 MeV) by solving the coupled-channel equation on the charge basis. It is shown that the strong isospin dependence of the J:N potential makes isospin a good quantum number. They obtained a result that there are bound states (iHe and iH) with Spin=O, Isospin~1/2. The binding energy and the conversion width of iHe were B£+=4.6 MeV and T=7.9 MeV, respectively. On the contrary in the case of I =3/2, they also predicted that there is no bound state (£~n).
In order to extend the theory to calculate the (K-, ;r±) reaction spectra, Harada et al. derived J:-nucleus (A=3) potential for the total Spin=O state assuming the core nucleus is rigid. The simplified potential can be written in the following form: 35 > where T and t, respectively, correspond to the isospin of the core nucleus and J:.
The second term in this potential is so-called Lane's potential, which plays an important role in the 2: hypernuclear system. In fact, the 2: -nucleus potentials with I= 1/2 and I =3/2 respectively take the following forms:
The shapes of these J:-nucleus central potentials derived from the SAP-1 force are given in Fig. 8 . As one can see from the figure, no bound 2: -nucleus states can be formed from the isospin independent part ( U 0 ) alone, while the strong Lane's term makes a bound 2: hypernucleus only with the I=1/2, S=O channel. Another impor- tant feature of the S -nucleus interaction with I= 1/2 state is that there exists shortrange central repulsion on its real part, which reduce the SN ~AN conversion width of the S hypernucleus.
It should be noted that the results of our experiment (observation of bound tHe and non-observation of z~n) are qualitatively exp.lained by these theoretical considerations by them. In the following sections, the author will discuss whether our TC± spectra can be quantitatively reproduced by the DWIA calculations with S -nucleus potentials which have been introduced in the present section. We will refer to the real and imaginary parts of the S-nucleus potential (SAP-1 case) by Harada et 39 > In order to extract on the S -nucleus potential from the comparison with our TC+ spectrum, several types of s--3 H potentials were adopted in the calculations. There is an ambiguity of the last orbit of kaonic helium atom from which K-is absorbed, thus they calculated both of s-and P-orbit absorption cases for each s--nucleus potential.
Following results are derived:
(1) When we assume that the K-is absorbed from P-orbit of kaonic atom, we cannot reproduce the experimental spectrum at all even adopting any kinds of S -nucleus potential. Thus we can safely conclude that the capture of K-mainly takes place from atomic nS states.
(2) The TC+ spectra near the s-binding threshold are very sensitive to the potential parameters. If one assumes an attractive S -nucleus potential, the spectrum shape is much enhanced just above the threshold even in the case of a very shallow potential that never make s--3 H bound state; the threshold shape of the experimental spectrum can never be reproduced with such an attractive potential. It is due to the strong contribution of o+ partial wave near Bz=O.
(3) A s--3 H potential with weakly repulsive part (such as a case of the SAP-1 potential in Fig. 8 ) reproduced our 4 He (stopped K-, TC+) data. The strength of the repulsive s--3 H potential is rather insensitive to the threshold shape of TC+ spectrum. Thus one cannot determine the strength of the repulsion of the potential only from our spectrum. (4) However, one must assume 5-10 times larger imaginary part strength than SAP-1 potential in order to explain the large conversion rate of s-(21±3%) observed in the experiment. This result again supports the spin independence of SN ~AN conversion.
Interpretation of the 4 He (Kitopped, TC-) spectrum
Since both s+ and S 0 are formed in the (K-, TC-) reaction, the relative T-matrix phase between isospin 1 and 0 states of K + N ~ S + TC two-body reaction must be fixed so as to calculate the 4 He(Kstopped, Jr-) spectrum. Harada 40 > determined effective two-body T-matrix of K+N~ Y+Jr inside the helium nucleus from Martin's Tmatrix of two-body K +nucleon~ Y + Jr reaction 41 > by taking into account the strong binding effect of nucleon inside the helium nucleus and the Fermi motion of nucleon.
Using this T -matrix parameters, Harada calculated Jr-spectrum with the same method to obtain Jr+ spectrum. 40 > At first, we used the original X -nucleus potential used by Harada et al. in their prediction of !He bound state. 35 > Then, only the relative strengths of the real and the imaginary potential ( Uo, Wo) were varied from the original ones ( UD, Wo) to deduce the best-fit potential sets. A X 2 fitting to the final background-subtracted Jr-spectrum (Fig. 4) was carried out on a two-dimensional parameter space of Uo/UD and Wo/WD. In this fitting, the fitting region is restricted to -10 MeV ~B£+~10 MeV.
Examples of the fitting at several potential parameters are depicted in Fig. 9 . When we adopt the original parameter set suggested by Harada et al. ( Uo= UD, Wo = WD), the simulated spectrum does not fit -X 2 /D.O.F=62.5 -our result; a narrow bound state of i:H should be strongly populated in this case and a distinct "peak" must emerge in the X -bound region. In order to reproduce our experimental spectrum, the strength ratio of bound and continuum states must be diminished by varying the strength of potential parameters. When one adopts a shallow X -nucleus potential, the wave function of the X particle spreads out to the outside of the core nucleus, and thus the overlapping of X with the nucleus becomes small. This small overlapping is In order to confirm that the enhancement in the 1r-spectrum is not the threshold cusp (as claimed by Dalitz et al. 42 >) but the bound state, the position of the pole in the complex-k.~;·• plane was examined for each potential supposition. 40 > The resultant pole positions are plotted in Fig. 10 . Note that a pole with Im{kx•} >O corresponds to the J: bound state because the wave function of the corresponding pole is normalizable due to the damping factor (e-IIm{k.dlr). The position of the pole for the best-fitted potential is located at kx•= -0.435+0.377i [fm-1 ] so that we can conclude that the enhancement in the 1r-spectrum corresponds to the formation of bound J: state.
We can examine the consistency and its validity of our potential parameters (Uo/Uo, Wo/Wo) with our ;r+ spectrum. Because the J:-nucleus potentials of I=1/2 and I =3/2 are correlated with each other as formulated before, we can derive the ;r+ spectrum using the same parameter set.
The calculated ;r+ spectra for this potential is shown in Fig. 11 in a wide range of MHY-MA. In the 1r-spectrum, the contribution of the conversion (free A in the final state) and s-wave contribution in conversion are also given in a dashed and a dotted line, respectively. Both of calculated (stopped K-, ;r+) spectra reproduce our experimental ones very well.
It should be noted that the spectrum shape of such a loosely bound state with considerable width much differs from the symmetric Breit-Wigner form. This asymmetry involves a rapid fall in intensity at the J: binding threshold. The shape of the s-wave contribution corresponds to that of ~He. When we compare this shape with that in Fig. 6 , changing the peak shape to an asymmetric one plays a crucial role to improve the fitting just on the threshold. We have studied 1: hypernuclei using (K$topped, 7r±) reactions on 12 C and 4 He targets.
(1) We cannot find any structures on the 12 C (K-, 7r+) spectrum, which put constraints on the well-depth (less than 12 MeV) and the imaginary part strength (larger than 7 MeV) of the 1:-nucleus (A=ll) potential.
(2) Formation of the ground stat~ of iHe (S=O, /=1/2) is observed in 4 He(K-, JZ'-) spectrum, whereas no corresponding state is observed in the 7l'+ spectrum. 
